Program (room 304)

13:00–13:05 Opening remark  Kiichi Matsumura (Okayama University)

13:05–14:35 Naohi Yu (The University of Tokyo)
   Title: Taiwan literature during the period of Japanese rule: an anthropological perspective with a focus on Satō Haruo “Nichigetustan ni asobu ki”, “Shokuminchi no tabi”

14:40–16:10 Albertus-Thomas Mori (ILCAA)
   Title: A Study of the Short-Term Mission by Chinese Overseas Christians

16:15–17:45 Koichi Yokota (Asia University)
   Title: Ritual and Elders in Rural Village: Folk religion and its Autonomy in Chaoshan District, Guandong, China

17:50–18:00 Reviews and Comments

18:00–19:00 Special workshop on publication
   speakers: Masao Ayabe (Tokyo Metropolitan University, former editor of *Japanese Journal of Cultural Anthropology*), Tom Gill (Meiji Gakuin University, editor of *Japanese Review of Cultural Anthropology*)

Program (room 306)

13:05–14:35 Sachiko Gochi (ILCAA)
   Title: The Javanese family and Elderly Care: Focusing on the Social Dynamics from Visit a Sick Person to Deathwatch

14:40–16:10 Yutaka Kawase (JSPS/ The University of Tokyo)
   Title: On Taking a Seat in Chinese Village: Social Affordance for Contingent Assemblage

16:15–17:45 Yuko Iwase (Tokyo Metropolitan University)
   Title: Ritual and Elders in Rural Village: Folk religion and its Autonomy in Chaoshan District, Guandong, China